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 9 sports groups lead 
move to oust Buhain
Posted: 10:58 PM (Manila Time) | Feb. 02, 2004

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 CITING "lack of wisdom and ability," nine national sports associations
 (NSAs) have started a drive for the ouster of Eric Buhain as chairman of
 the Philippine Sports Commission.

The disgruntled officials hope to get the other members from the 36-strong
 NSA making up the Philippine Olympic Committee (POC) to sign a
 petition addressed to President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo seeking the
 resignation of Buhain from what they say is a "grossly mismanaged"
 agency.

 The complaint against Buhain actually boiled down to "lack of concern
 and support" for the training of national athletes and the activities of the
 NSAs.

But Buhain, a former bemedalled swimmer, on Monday said the
 accusations had no basis since the PSC had allotted 80 percent of its
 overall budget, or roughly 250 million pesos, to the NSAs in 2003 alone.

The PSC chief added that of the 100-million-peso financial assistance
 approved by the board, the agency has already disbursed 85 million pesos.
 The balance was to be given "subject to the availability of funds."

"We never had fixed funds and apparently the NSAs don't take it seriously
 when we say the funds are 'subject to availability of funds,"' said Buhain,
 who marked his second year in office last month.

Buhain explained that PSC relies on the monthly doleouts from the
 Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation (Pagcor) which are never
 exact and depend on the revenues of the agency.

The nine NSA presidents who signed the petition were Monchito Ilagan
 (swimming), Noel Buenaventura (gymnastics), Rey Jaylo (judo), Benjie
 Ramos (rowing), Vic Valbuena (table tennis), Richard Gomez (fencing),
 Luciano Lim (bodybuilding), Sim Chi Tat (canoeing) and Claudio Altura
 (sailing).

Sources said the NSA chiefs met with POC president Celso Dayrit and
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 bowling head Steve Hontiveros and poured out their grievances,
 particularly the delay of their receivables from the PSC.

The disgruntled NSA presidents, who met secretly on Jan. 4 at the Dusit
 Hotel in Makati City to plot their moves, have been making the rounds at
 the Rizal Memorial Sports Complex, gathering signatures from fellow
 NSA heads who may have gripes against the PSC.

"This is to express our discontent and loss of confidence on the present
 leadership of Chair Eric Buhain of the Philippine Sports Commission,"
 read a part of their petition letter dated Jan. 14.

It added: "We seriously question his (Buhain's) wisdom and ability to lead
 Philippine sports especially in this time that we are preparing for the 2005
 Southeast Asian Games."'

The letter also said that the PSC is "grossly mismanaged" and that Buhain's
 "continued presence (as PSC chief) undermines your (GMA) good
 intention to promote the program of a strong republic."

"It's unfortunate that despite all these, they (NSAs) still felt that we have
 neglected them," said Buhain. "But gauging from the (Philippine) success
 in the (Vietnam) SEA Games, we can say that we have focused our
 attention on the NSAs and the athletes."

In 2003, Buhain said, 84 million pesos was given directly to the NSAs, on
 top of the 100 million pesos in allowances to the national athletes, 36
 million pesos in food allowance and six million pesos for rentals and utility
 bills of the NSA offices around RMSC.

He admitted that the electricity in some NSA offices had been cut because
 of PSC's failure to pay on time.

Before the Vietnam SEAG last December, the PSC was reported to owe the
 NSAs 80 million pesos.

A PSC official wondered, however, why the top three performing NSAs in
 the SEAG were not among the signatories.

Athletics earned eight golds, while wushu and taekwondo had six and five
 golds, respectively.
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SEA GAMES

 Philippine Sports Commission predicts RP Team can hit maximum target - 60 Golds

http://www.mb.com.ph/news.php?art=42262&sect=4&fname=SP03111342262f.txt

November 14, 2003

WITH ATHLETICS proudly proclaiming that it would bring home 10 gold medals, and
 wrestling, fencing, boxing, taekwondo, and billiards and snooker promising at least three
 each, the Philippine Sports Commission yesterday said the Philippine delegation to the
 Vietnam Southeast Asian Games has a good chance of hitting its maximum target of 60
 golds.

The PSC last week received a list of "highly possible winners" from the PSC monitoring
 group, which came up with the roster based on scientific studies and reports by coaches
 and National Sports Associations that clearly indicates a rise in confidence of the national
 athletes.

PSC Chairman Eric Buhain, however, begged off from giving further details, but said he
 also expects athletes from rowing, diving, chess, cycling, shooting, gymnastics, judo,
 wushu, pencak silat, karatedo-kata, weightlifting, archery and basketball to contribute.

"We respect the coaches' decision not to expose our athletes to further pressure and open
 them to possible scouting by our SEAG rivals," Buhain said. "But from our end, we
 commend our coaches for boldly coming up with lists which would be our yardstick when
 we compete next month."

The Games will be held Dec. 5-13 in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh cities in Vietnam.

Buhain also said other sports with chances of winning are swimming, traditional boatrace,
 body building, canoeing-kayaking, sepak takraw, waterpolo, and volleyball.
 "We were informed of the athletes' chances and we are happy by what we heard from the
 NSAs and the coaches," Buhain said. "Of course there is a bigger stage ahead, which is
 when we host the 2005 SEA Games, but for now, we could count on our athletes to go all
 out and fight hard for flag and country so we can achieve our target."

Buhain, however, did not discount the possibility of a stiff fight for overall placing in
 Vietnam, claiming Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore and the host are expected to
 crowd the Philippines in the race.
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"But we will not give up until the last drop of sweat is exhausted by our athletes, sa kanila
 nakasalalay ang karangalan ng bayan. With God on our side at sa tulong-tulong na
 pagsuporta ng NSAs, PSC at ng Philippine Olympic Committee sa laban nating ito, kaya
 nating magtagumpay," said Buhain, himself a former champion swimmer and two-time
 best male athlete of the SEA Games in 1989 and 1991.

Buhain also noted that the training of athletes are reaching their last phases and reports by
 NSAs and coaches to the monitoring group are positively coming in, most especially
 athletes, whose training were partially funded by the private sector through the First
 Gentleman's Foundation, have expressed readiness for the big battle.

"Now, our focus is no longer on training but already on the actual participation by our
 athletes in Vietnam," Buhain said.

Eduardo Buenavista, the star of the 36-strong track and field delegation, has been
 designated flag-bearer of the RP contingent, indicating the PSC's hope that the delegation
 would deliver on its 10-gold medal projecttion
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 Acap to sue PSC chief
Posted: 10:54 PM (Manila Time) | November 06, 2001

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 ATHLETES and Coaches Alliance of the Philippines (Acap) president
 Jaime Sebastian said Tuesday he will file graft and corruption charges
 against Philippine Sports Commission (PSC) chair Butch Tuason today
 before the Office of the Ombudsman. 

Sebastian, who is also the president of the Weightlifting Association of the
 Philippines, said they have gathered enough evidence to prove their claim
 that there are rampant cases of graft and corruption under Tuason's
 administration. 

 "He (Tuason) challenged us
 to prove our allegation that the PSC is mismanaged," said Sebastian. "Now
 we have papers to prove it and that should be enough for him to step
 down." 

While Sebastian and top Acap officials are filing the suit against Tuason at
 10 a.m. Wednesday, the group members are set to gather in front of the
 Rizal Memorial Sports Complex (RMSC) administration building to hear
 the Holy Mass. 

Acap members have been massing around the RMSC grounds for the past
 two weeks to demand the ouster of Tuason and his four commissioners.
 They are also asking for the resignation of Philippine Olympic Committee
 Celso Dayrit. 

Tuason earlier said his door is always open for a dialogue with Acap
 members and added that he will leave it to President Gloria Macapagal-
Arroyo to decide on their fate. 

"How can they say that I don't listen to them when I've been calling on
 them for a dialogue," said Tuason. "I'm always in the office, they can get in
 touch with me any time." 

Sebastian refused to give the details of his suit against Tuason but said it
 will involve five incidents where Tuason entered what he termed as
 "questionable transactions" on behalf of the PSC. 

The Acap head also lambasted Tuason's "lack of transparency," alleging
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 that the PSC came out with a directive to all its departments not to issue
 documents to anybody -- including commissioner's William Ramirez,
 Weena Lim, Richie Garcia and Cynthia Carrion -- without Tuason's
 approval. 

 
   

 RELATED DISCUSSION: 
 How can we save RP sports?    

Note: Participation in discussions requires registration.
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 DIALOGUE SET

 Acap vows to press
for revamp of PSC
Posted: 9:59 PM (Manila Time) | November 13, 2001

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 JAIME Sebastian, president of the Athletes and Coaches Alliance of the
 Philippines, said Tuesday they will continue to press for the revamp in the
 Philippine Sports Commission (PSC) although they vowed to show up in
 their meeting with PSC officials Thursday. 

Sebastian said he will obey President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo's order for
 them to sit down and talk things over instead of going to the streets to air
 their gripes against PSC chair Butch Tuason and the four commissioners. 

"We will be there to talk to them face to face and submit the list of our
 demands," said Sebastian, who was also informed of the President's
 instructions regarding their salaries and food service.

 
   

 RELATED STORIES: 
 Macapagal orders Tuason-Acap dialogue (Nov. 13, 2001)  | Graft body summons PSC chair,
 Acap head (Nov. 11, 2001)  | Macapagal hands P3M to SEA gold medalists (Nov. 10, 2001)  |
 Macapagal urges Acap to hold dialogue with PSC (Nov. 9, 2001)  
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 Acap wants Palace
official in dialogue
Posted: 10:16 PM (Manila Time) | November 14, 2001

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 THE ATHLETES and Coaches Alliance of the Philippines (Acap) won't
 show up to its planned meeting Thursday with the Philippine Sports
 Commission (PSC) officials unless a representative from the Presidential
 Management Staff is sent to oversee the 10 a.m. dialogue at the PSC
 building. 

This was disclosed Wednesday by Acap president Jaime Sebastian, who
 said that without a third party coming from Malacañang, the meeting
 would be a repetition of the group's numerous talks with PSC officials led
 by chair Butch Tuason. 

"In those meetings, Tuason just gave up promises which were broken," said
 Sebastian of his group's previous dialogues with the PSC chair. "On
 Thursday, we need a representative from the PMS to at least monitor the
 meeting and make sure he (Tuason) will be true to his words." 

President Arroyo scheduled the meeting last week during a separate talk
 with Acap officials, but she obviously won't make it because she left for
 the United States Wednesday night. 

At any rate, the President already gave two instructions to Tuason regarding
 the athletes and they involved pay hikes and a promise to improve the
 quality of service of the food handlers inside the Rizal Memorial Sports
 Complex. 

The PSC chair said he hopes Sebastian would reconsider because whether
 they attend the meeting or not, he has no other choice but to carry out the
 orders from the President. 

Tuason also said the agency is doing everything to improve the living
 conditions of the athletes and that he hopes Thursday's meeting will once
 and for all appease the disgruntled group. 

But Sebastian said his group won't stop until Tuason is removed from the
 office. 

"While we welcome all the benefits to be given to us, we will continue our
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 demand to revamp the PSC," said Sebastian, who has filed graft charges
 against Tuason before the Ombudsman. 

Sebastian also said that the Presidential Anti-Graft Task Force is already
 acting on their complaint. In fact, he claimed to have submitted documents
 that would prove his allegations that Tuason is involved in irregularities in
 the PSC. 

 
   

 RELATED STORY: 
 Acap vows to press for revamp of PSC (Nov. 14, 2001)  
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 REVAMP PROTEST

 Athletes plan rally vs PSC
Posted: 11:24 PM (Manila Time) | Feb. 16, 2004

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 THIS time it's the athletes who are up in arms. 

Members of the national athletes' pool are planning a series of protest
 rallies to denounce the decision of the Philippine Sports Commission to cut
 their roster by half. 

 This was confirmed Monday by athletics chief Go Teng Kok who said he
 was approached by some of his athletes to ask permission to join the rally.
 

Go prevailed upon his athletes to calm down and promised them that he
 will try to strike a deal with the PSC. 

He said he will ask the sports agency to at least continue the meal
 allowance of the athletes who won't be retained and provide them free
 lodging at government-owned facilities like the Rizal Memorial Sports
 Complex in Manila and the Philsports Arena in Pasig City. 

He will also propose that the agency, in order to "show good faith" to the
 athletes, terminate at least one-third of the estimated 400 contractual
 employees in its payroll. 

"We really can't do anything much right now because the PSC has no
 funds, but we have to find ways so we can meet halfway. Each party
 should make a sacrifice," said Go, whose sports association won the most
 gold medals at eight in the Vietnam Southeast Asian Games. 

Go's proposal was supported by fellow NSA heads like Buddy Andrada of
 tennis, Robert Aventajado of taekwondo and Bacolod Representative
 Monico Puentevella of weightlifting. 

The Philippine Amateur Track and Field Association (Patafa) itself is
 heavily affected by the PSC move which was announced last Friday by
 PSC chairman Eric Buhain. 

Go said that if the Patafa follows the PSC's proposed criteria --
 accommodation for any athlete who won a medal in the recent SEA Games
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 -- the association will be left with only 15 athletes out of the 48 members
 in its training pools. 

"And to think that we won a total of 15 medals in Vietnam," said Go.
 "Imagine how this will affect those who didn't win a medal in Vietnam." 

Buhain gathered the athletes at the Ninoy Aquino Stadium last Friday to
 announce the PSC's plan to trim their number down to 500. 

The PSC is expected to save 70 million pesos from that drastic move
 which, Buhain said, would be spent for more foreign stints and training for
 those who will stay in the national athletes pool.
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Atienza wants to make
 Manila haven for
 professional sports

Saying sports occupies a lofty place in his development
 program, Mayor Lito Atienza yesterday said Manila will do its
 part in helping amateur athletes strive for excellence.

 Appearing in yesterday's PSA Sports Forum at the Manila
 Pavilion, Atienza offered Manila as a possible center for a
 strong sports development geared to help amateur athletes
 shine at the highest level.

 "We're pushing for professional sports in Manila. While we
 continue supporting amateur athletes, we should also
 consider their future. We'll not hesitate to conduct sports
 activities for them at the highest level," said Atienza.

 He also lamented the sad state of amateur athletes who, after
 serving flag and country, are left with nothing to do.
 "Kadalasan kasi, after their amateur stint, wala na silang
 mapuntahan. So we want to start with this activity. What we
 are advocating, we want to show na kaya naming gawin. We
 want to lead by example. Ito ang aking pananaw, lahat
 naman dito makikinabang," added Atienza.

 To start with, Atienza said the City of Manila will begin with
 sports like table tennis and lawn tennis.

 "We have already improved our sports facilities in Manila.
 Siguro, after naming ipakita dito sa Manila na possible itong
 gawin, we'll spread it out," added Atienza in the forum
 sponsored by Red Bull, Agfa, and Pagcor.

 While Atienza wants to open the door for professional sports,
 he also encouraged schools to give students a strong and
 effective sports program.

 "Siguro hindi natin dapat mapabayaan ito. Malaki kasi ang
 naging epekto ng pagkawala ng sports sa mga eskuwelahan.
 Pero kami sa Maynila, particular sa mga pampublikong
 paaralan, hindi naming inaalis ang sports education," he
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 added.

 Atienza was referring to Executive Order 81 signed by then
 President Joseph Estrada in 1999 which transferred sports
 program of the former Department of Education, Culture and
 Sports, now the Department of Education, to the Philippine
 Sports Commission.
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 Buhain rumored ouster 
dampens action at MFG
Posted: 11:02 PM (Manila Time) | Oct. 21, 2003

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 MATI, Davao Oriental -- Rumors spread here like wildfire regarding
 the alleged resignation of Philippine Sports Commission chairman Eric
 Buhain and the appointment of former basketball player Robert
 "Dudut" Jaworski Jr. as his replacement. 

Competitions at the Mindanao Friendship Games were suddenly
 eclipsed by the news flashed on television that Jaworski Jr. was all set
 to take over the PSC reins from Buhain. 

 PSC spokesman Arsenic Lacson was quick to dismiss the rumors,
 saying the TV clip was based on a report from a tabloid insinuating
 that Jaworski Jr. could be the next PSC chief. 

But sources from Manila confirmed that Malacañang had indeed made
 an offer to the eldest son and namesake of Senator Robert Jaworski, a
 former Philippine Basketball Association star. 

The elder Jaworski was here Saturday to receive a Lifetime
 Achievement Award from Mati town mayor Francisco Rabat during the
 Games' opening ceremony. 

Sources said the younger Jaworski was reluctant because he was
 planning to run as a congressman. 

Lacson quoted Buhain as saying he is just serving at the pleasure of
 President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo. 

Aside from Jaworski Jr., husband of Asian Games equestrian gold
 medalist Mikee Cojuangco, other names being floated as possible
 Buhain successors are former PSC commissioners Eli Bontigao and
 Richie Garcia, and Manila Sports Council chairman Ali Atienza, son of
 Manila mayor Lito Atienza.
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 Graft body summons 
PSC chair, Acap head
Posted: 9:55 PM (Manila Time) | November 10, 2001

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 THE PRESIDENTIAL anti-graft task force probing the alleged
 irregularities in the Philippine Sports Commission will summon PSC
 chair Butch Tuason and his accusers, the Athletes and Coaches Alliance
 of the Philippines, tomorrow. 

Acap president Jimmy Sebastian on Saturday said they were ready with
 their documents that would link the PSC chair to "anomalous" dealings
 in behalf of the sports agency. Sebastian said the task force asked for the
 documents last Friday. 

But Tuason said he is ready to face Sebastian in the presence of President
 Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo next week to once and for all answer all the
 allegations hurled against him and find ways to address their demands. 

"The PSC board will be ready to face them (Acap officials) and in front
 of the President settle the matter," said Tuason, who has been ordered by
 the President to schedule the meeting. 

Sebastian, who is in Lanao del Norte for the First Mindanao Friendship
 Games, welcomed the Palace investigation which is on top of the graft
 and corruption case they filed with the Office of the Ombudsman last
 week. 

Last Thursday, the President personally listened to their complaint and
 asked them to stop their two week-long protest rally seeking Tuason's
 ouster. In exchange Ms Arroyo promised a bare-all dialogue with
 Tuason, offered the services of the Presidential Security Group hospital
 and gave away 3 million pesos in incentives for the gold winners in the
 recent Southeast Asian Games. 

"But I have been trying to talk to them since the first week of October,"
 said Tuason. "I'm always available for them and we promise not to turn
 our back on our responsibility as sports officials." 

Tuason said the entire PSC board would be ready for a confrontation
 with Acap officials the soonest possible time. 
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"There's no reason not to give in to their demands as long as they are
 reasonable," he added. 

Sebastian has submitted a manifesto of their grievances against the PSC,
 including pictures of the sorry state of their living quarters in the Rizal
 Memorial Sports Complex.
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 Lifestyle check
on PSC car park
Posted: 5:40 AM (Manila Time) | Aug. 25, 2003

 Inquirer News Service

IT will be very tough, Eric Buhain said of the job
 when he first assumed the Philippine Sports
 Commission chairmanship. 

 But that was, let's see, two, three years and many
 leaner months ago? 

 It's a pity that nobody has asked Mr. Buhain if succeeding events had
 confirmed him to be a reliable forecaster. 

 Actually, the PSC Big Boss could've been wrong, all too wrong in his
 initial prediction... Why? A very reliable tip from the seat of Philippine
 amateur sports said all one has to do is visit the tree-shaded PSC car
 park at the Rizal Memorial Sports Complex to conclude that the years
 have been very rewarding for Mr. Buhain and his immediate staff. The
 great flash of brand new cars in the PSC car park would speak of how
 these staffers have progressed tremendously, way, way ahead of poor
 Philippine sports itself. 

 Listen to the tip: "Lahat may bagong kotse, CRV si A. Blank, M.
 Blank, D. Blank; Ed Blank has a Pajero. I. Blank, S. Blank, E. Blank
 with a Honda each. T. Blank has a Crosswind." 

* * *

 Well, we are not about to accuse these PSC staffers of graft, just
 because they've acquired new cars. 

 What has intrigued and amazed concerned observers, mainly from ill-
fed national sports associations, was the almost simultaneous arrival of
 these late-model vehicles at the PSC car park. 

 Ok, we cannot use these cars to demand an investigation into the bank
 accounts of these lucky people. 
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 But, I told my informer, can't authorities do something drastic for a
 change? 

 Like what? he said. 

 Why don't they subject the PSC parking lot at Rizal Memorial Park to
 a lifestyle check. 

 Ha, ha, that's a great idea, he said. 

 Even if a car park doesn't have a bank account? 

* * *

 Seriously speaking, growing suspicions of financial misdeeds inside
 the PSC could be stopped with an immediate audit of the national
 sports funding agency. 

 Frankly, your reporter here started contacting knowledgeable sources
 at Rizal Memorial mainly to check on the progress of preparations for
 the Vietnam Southeast Asian Games. But what we received instead
 was a blast of frustration and complaints against the PSC and several
 staffers close to its chief. 

 We therefore ended up conducting this inquiry through the popular
 texting method. Here's the initial reply message we got: "PSC is in
 trouble, it has not remitted to GSIS contributions of contractual
 employees for four months; unpaid reimbursements from NSAs
 amount to P8 million." 

 Well, that's not a big problem. It could be readily remedied, I
 suggested. 

 If not, I added, why don't they demand an audit of the PSC? 

 "Walang audit, siyempre, not unless somebody requests for a special
 audit, but they could make immediate remedies if the audit is not made
 soon. 

 From what we know, there's a resident auditor at PSC. 

 Answered our second source: "Yes, but the auditor, formerly with the
 GAB, always joins the RP delegation since 1997 to the SEA Games
 and Asian Games." 

 Maybe that's part of her job. 

 "She has been lovey-dovey with the PSC, she needs to be recalled."
 Well, that's easier said than done, she could be nice and do her job at
 the same time. 

 The informer demanded that your reporter here calls on the PSC to
 make an accounting of the Samsung sponsorship to the tune of P60



 million and the two fund-raising shows for the Gintong Medalya
 program. 

 "Sana you requested a special audit, so we would know why the PSC
 has negative P80 million in its ledger," he suggested. 

 Explanation: All this reporter had originally suggested was a lifestyle
 check on the PSC car park. Nothing more. 

 Another thing. The move was not, in any way, inspired by grave
 accusations hurled by Sen. Ping Lacson on First Gentleman Mike
 Arroyo. 

 For the record, we had noted that, when Buhain took over as PSC chief,
 his sparkling sports and academic credentials could indeed be of great
 help: A total of 15 gold medals in the SEA Games, TOYM awardee in
 1991, member of the US NCAA All America team, back-to-back
 athlete of the year awardee, cum laude with a BS Finance at La Salle
 Philadelphia. 

 Any suggestion that Buhain's credentials have been outshone,
 outsparkled by the brand new cars at the PSC car park is purely
 coincidental.
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 Macapagal urges Acap
 to hold dialogue with PSC
Posted: 10:55 PM (Manila Time) | November 08, 2001

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 PRESIDENT Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo immediately ordered the
 investigation of the alleged irregularities in the Philippine Sports
 Commission (PSC) shortly after meeting with officials of the disgruntled
 Athletes and Coaches Alliance of the Philippines (Acap) Thursday in
 Malacañang. 

 Providing a rare audience to the protesting athletes and coaches, the
 President, who took notes of the meeting herself, also offered the use of
 the Presidential Security Group hospital as part of the welfare package
 for them. 

 However, Ms Macapagal asked the Acap members to talk to PSC chair
 Butch Tuason, whom she called twice during the meeting to answer all
 the accusations hurled against him. 

 The President, Tuason and the Acap members are set to meet once the
 PSC chair returns from Bacolod next week. 

 "You have the right to express your feelings about Philippine sports,"
 Acap president Jaime Sebastian quoted the President as saying. "I'm
 aware of what's happening in the PSC. It's a troublesome agency from
 the start." 

 But the President also ordered Sebastian to stop their protest rally and
 instead open venues for dialogues. "I'm not affected by rallies anymore,"
 he quoted the President as saying. 

 Sebastian added that the President promised to listen to their complaints
 anytime they wish as long as they do not resort to staging marches and
 protest in seeking redress. 

 He said they submitted a manifesto that supports their demand for a
 revamp in the PSC, a copy of their complaint filed at the Ombudsman
 and photographs of the dilapidated quarters of athletes inside the Rizal
 Memorial Sports Complex. 
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 The meeting marked the first time the President of the land went out of
 her way to meet national athletes and coaches to tackle controversies in
 sports.
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Friday, 9 November 2001

Arroyo to look into athletes'
 complaints
By EDGARD HILARIO

President Arroyo yesterday promised to look into the problems
 hounding Philippine sports in what national athletes and
 coaches see as ''a very positive'' development in their wish for
 a major revamp of the Sports Commission.

“We are happy the President gave us a chance to air our
 grievances. We felt she really wanted to help improve our
 lot,” said ACAP president Jaime Sebastian, speaking in
 Tagalog.

The group, which recently filed before the Office of the
 Ombudsman charges of graft and corruption against PSC
 chairman Carlos Tuason, also furnished the President a
 copy of their complaints, a manifesto calling for a major
 PSC revamp and pictures of the sorry state of living
 quarters for athletes and coaches inside the Rizal Memorial
 Sports Complex.

The ACAP also presented her with a chart showing that the
 country suffered debacles in the 1998 Asian Games, 2000
 Olympics and 2001 Southeast Asian Games under
 Tuason’s administration.

Documents detailing the expensive janitorial and security
 services hired by the PSC and alleging that former
 President Estrada crony Charlie “Atong’’ Ang was involved
 in both transactions were likewise shown to her by ACAP.

Sebastian said that during the dialogue, the President
 surprised the group by calling up Tuason from Bacolod City
 to check on some allegations made against him. Tuason
 told the President the accusations were not true.

Ten minutes later, according to Sebastian, the Chief
 Executive again called Tuason to ask him if there was truth
 to the softball asociation’s allegations that the PSC
 chairman refused to give the sport funding because of an
 alleged Malacañang directive that money should be given
 only to sports involved in last September’s SEA Games.

Sebastian said nobody answered from the other line and
 Arroyo simply told the group that there was no such
 directive.

“Karapatan ninyo na mag-express kung ano talaga ang
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 nararamdaman ninyo at nalalaman sa sports, para alam
 ko din. At alam ko na nuon pa ay magulo na ang PSC,
 hindi na yata natahimik ‘yan,’’ the President was quoted as
 saying.

Arroyo also said that she has ordered her own investigation
 on the allegations against Tuason and offered the
 Presidential Commission on Anti-Graft and Corruption.

And to display fairness, she told ACAP that there will be
 another meeting among them and Tuason also in
 Malacañang.

“Anytime na gusto ninyong makipag-usap sa akin tungkol
 sa inyong problema, okay ako para matapos na ang mga
 problema na ito.’’

To further prove her concern, the President offered the
 athletes who have health problems the exclusive
 Presidential Security Group (PSG) Hospital “for free.’’

Accompanying Sebastian to Malacañang were athletics’
 Dario de Rosas and Luisito Artiaga, basketball coaches Bay
 Cristobal and Haidee Ong, judo’s Melvin Magata,
 gymnastics’ Antonio Sy, shooting’s Malu Samaco and
 Joanna Ruiz, softball’s Liza Bueta, canoeing’s Jojo Suan
 and jetski’s Agnes Cruz. 
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Athletes, coaches hold
 RMSC rally
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 PBA slump
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Literal left out in the dark

Friday, 26 October 2001

Athletes, coaches hold RMSC rally
By EDGARD HILARIO

THE ATHLETES and Coaches Alliance of the Philippines (ACAP),
 left without its leader and some supporters, still pushed
 through with a prayer rally yesterday at the Rizal Memorial
 Sports Complex to appeal for a total revamp of the Philippine
 Sports Commission.

Former weightlifting champion Jaime Sebastian along with
 fellow athletes and coaches enlisted in the military were
 held in their respective headquarters and barred from
 joining the rally that started with a mass officiated by
 "running priest'' Fr. Robert Reyes.

Still, around 100 athletes and coaches turned out for the
 rally where they were joined by no less than PSC
 commissioners Cynthia Carrion and William Ramirez, some
 PSC employees and officials of national sports associations
 (NSAs).

Interviewed by phone, Sebastian told the Bulletin that he
 was "fetched'' in the morning by the Air Force military
 police and brought straight to Villamor Air Base where he
 was told to stay until 5 p.m.

"Ayaw ko man, wala akong magawa kung hindi sumunod.
 Pero tuloy ang laban namin at pinagsabihan ko na ang
 mga kasama ko diyan na huwag matakot o mawalan ng
 pag-asa,'' said the ACAP head.

Sebastian vowed to proceed to the RMSC upon his release
 to take part in the vigil held to press the group's demand
 for the ouster of PSC chairman Carlos Tuason and
 commissioners Ritchie Garcia and Weena Lim.

For their part, Carrion and Ramirez offered to resign and
 called on their colleagues to follow suit and leave the
 decision to the Chief Executive.

Carrion even said that, "since they (ACAP) have legitimate
 grievances, I am offering to bring their demands before
 President Arroyo.''

Ramirez, on the other hand, apologized to Fr. Reyes and
 the protesters after they were barred from entering the
 RMSC by security guards until he went down from his
 office and ordered the gates to be opened.

"You have the right to come here because you, the athletes
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 and coaches, are the very reason why the PSC is here.
 Besides, what you have is a peaceful rally and your
 demands are valid. It's a big pity that some of your fellow
 athletes who are connected with the military were not able
 to join,'' he said.

ACAP, which had already staged two protest marches since
 March, is blaming Tuason and Co. for the sad state of
 Philippine sports as a result of negligence and
 mismanagement.

"The PSC will always listen to any group of athletes. Points
 were taken about their grievances,'' Tuason, who was in
 Baguio City yesterday, was quoted as saying.

Seen during the mass and the vigil that followed were
 athletes from judo, track and field, shooting, basketball,
 archery, football, softball and volleyball.

Carrion, the lone appointee of President Arroyo in the PSC
 after President Estrada was ousted last February, admitted
 before mediamen that the agency has failed to take care
 of the athletes and coaches for many years now.

"The PSC should take some of the blame. Listening to their
 (ACAP) demands, I must admit we had failed them in a
 way like not providing them with the best food, uniform
 and equipment. That is why I will strongly suggest to the
 PSC board that we sit together for two straight days to
 discuss major changes in our administration,'' she said.

Carrion also chided the Philippine Olympic Committee
 which did not send a representative to the prayer rally.

"The POC missed a big opportunity to help the athletes and
 coaches with their demands, to listen to what they have to
 say and to offer a solution to the problem,'' Carrion said.

As proof of their support to the ACAP move, Carrion and
 Ramirez ordered the PSC canteen to provide the protesters
 with food during their vigil and offered the parking lot in
 front of the administration building for them to put up the
 tents.
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Tuesday, 18 September 2001

Blame game is on again
HEY, IT'S once again that time of the year when we gather
 Philippine sports' top personalities in a big circle, spin a Coca-
cola bottle in the middle and see where the blame should be
 pointed for the fifth-place finish in the 21st Southeast Asian
 Games.

Don’t tell me you’re not familiar with this game. I’m pretty
 sure you played it countless times in kindergarten class,
 and enjoyed a variation of the game – ‘Truth or Dare’ – in
 adolescence as you sat in a circle, right next to your
 biggest crush.

Well, grown-ups in sports still play the game lots of times.
 Almost every time, in fact, after the country’s athletes
 came home from an international event.

It hardly matters now that the national athletes shed
 blood, sweat and tears for 12 days in Kuala Lumpur,
 fought with everything they have and gave it all they got
 to collect those 30 gold, 66 silver and 67 bronze medals to
 offer to flag and country.

When the RP contingent falls well below projections and
 finishes behind war-ravaged Vietnam in the final tally,
 someone has got to take the fall, right?

It has become RP sports’ version of the Russian roulette —
 someone made to sweat it and out and try to come up
 with the answers while the lips of that bottle are pointed at
 his temple, like the tip of a gangster’s double-barreled
 shotgun.

So who would it be this time?

Let me see. Philippine Olympic Committee president Cito
 Dayrit should be a little anxious every time that bottle
 twirls, for fear that its tip would soon point to his cute little
 butt.

He has done too much fence-sitting, some people will
 argue, and little else over the past few years to address
 the problems confronting Philippine sports.

If Dayrit is pensive, Philippine Sports Commission chair
 Butch Tuason should be restless.

Tuason has been under siege from his detractors months
 before the SEA Games, got a sneaky little punch in the
 groin from one of his own commissioners while he was in
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 Kuala Lumpur, and can expect a lot more of it the moment
 he gets off that Singapore Airlines plane.

Boxing’s Manny Lopez, tennis’ Buddy Andrada and some
 other national sports association chiefs should also be in
 the line of fire, their heads sticking out like black, faceless
 targets in a firing range.

So, who else? Ahh, Go Teng Kok. The athletics chief, I’m
 sure, would argue all the way to the Supreme Court that
 he doesn’t deserve to be on the police line (pardon the
 pun).

He’ll say that his athletes delivered the goods in Kuala
 Lumpur – in fact they won more gold that the
 controversial Go dared to predict — never mind if he has
 caused havoc everywhere else.

Of course, we should also hear appeals for sobriety and
 unity as well as the occasional pleas for understanding.
 And we surely won’t miss the sight of officials vowing to
 take stock of, and learn from what had transpired in Kuala
 Lumpur.

But all these should be muted by the fire and fury of blame
 being tossed around, in the days, weeks and even months
 to come.

And after everything has been said, you realize nothing is
 bound to be done. These same old officials would keep
 their jobs, they would fight among themselves and then
 they would sit on their sorry asses while waiting for the
 next debacle to come.

By the time the 2002 Asian Games in Pusan comes around,
 it’s too late for anybody to act.

All we could do is spin the bottle. Again.
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Blame game is on again

Dayrit extols RP athletes,
 vows to do better in '03

'Pinoys waged a gallant
 battle'

Benilde one win from
 Final 4 slot

Tuesday, 18 September 2001

Dayrit extols RP athletes, vows to
 do better in '03
KUALA LUMPUR - Philippine Olympic Committee president
 Celso Dayrit on Monday paid tribute to Filipino athletes who
 saw action in the just-ended 21st Southeast Asian Games
 here.

“We stand by our athletes who have sacrificed so much and
 fought bravely for the honor of our country,” said Dayrit,
 moments before boarding the plane that would take him
 back to Manila.

The Philippines concluded its campaign with 30 golds, 66
 silvers and 67 bronzes to finish fifth overall, just behind
 Vietnam.

“We cannot accept that the three-gold medal advantage of
 Vietnam is worth more than the 96 gold and near-gold of
 the Filipino athletes,” Dayrit said. “We were fighting for
 the gold three times more than the Vietnamese in more
 sports and in more events.”

Dayrit was alluding to the country’s failure to beat Vietnam
 in the medal race.

The Vietnamese celebrated their best showing in the
 biennial games with a closing seven-gold blitz in the final
 day, six of them in pencak silat where the country got a
 measly four silvers and four bronzes.

While the Filipinos garnered more gold in the just-ended
 Games compared to Brunei two years ago, there were 138
 more events disputed here.

The Filipinos’ share of the gold pie is a little over eight
 percent, slightly lower than their 8.6 percent take in
 Brunei.

Dayrit appealed for understanding.

“We just hope that our people will reciprocate with kind
 understanding and appreciation,” he said.

The POC chief vowed that the country will come back
 fighting.

“The results of these Games should not deter us from our
 resolve to do better next time. We will exact our sweet
 revenge in Vietnam in 2003,” he said.
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Dayrit ended his statement with an appeal for unity.

“Unfortunately, while our total medal haul clearly reflects
 the superiority of Filipino athletes over Vietnam, the
 overall standing does not truly express our strength as a
 nation. Let us stay united and work together in solidarity
 and friendship,” Dayrit said.

For his part, Philippine Sports Commission chair Butch
 Tuason will evaluate the performances of each national
 sports association which received government funding.

“Athletics, for instance, received R8 million. It was worth
 every penny,” said Tuason who said that all the needs of
 the athletes prior to the Games were met.

Tuason said the showing in boxing and gymnastics was a
 disappointment, considering the big budget the PSC has
 allotted to them.

“We will try to sit down with the NSAs and review their
 respective performances,” he said.
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Wednesday, 7 November 2001

GMA has final word on our tenure,
 says Tuason
By DAVE COROS

AMID CALLS for his ouster from disgruntled groups in
 Philippine sports, Carlos Tuason yesterday reiterated his stand
 that his tenure as chairman of the Philippine Sports
 Commission rests solely on President Gloria Macapagal
 Arroyo.

That goes for his four commissioners — Ritchie Garcia,
 Weena Lim, Cynthia Carreon and William Ramirez – at the
 PSC as well, Tuason said.

“All of us serve at the pleasure of the President,” said
 Tuason emphatically when he graced yesterday’s PSA
 Forum at the Holiday Inn Hotel.

At the same time, he stressed the PSC will not get involved
 in politicking, and enjoins people who he suspect are
 behind the plot to oust him to do the same.

“Tigilan na natin ang politika. What we need now is to work
 together. We only have 11 months to prepare,” Tuason
 said, referring to the coming Asian Games campaign.

When asked if he still enjoys the trust of the President,
 Tuason said: “Only the President can answer that. It’s
 hard to presume whether we still enjoy her trust.”

The PSC chief also said he is unaware of the reported
 meeting tomorrow between leaders of the Athletes and
 Coaches Alliance of the Philippines (ACAP) and the
 President.

“I don’t know anything about that and I would not even
 comment on that,” he said.

Tuason emphasized, though, that Malacañang keeps him
 abreast on issues concerning the agency.

An ACAP official has reportedly been flaunting a letter
 confirming the President’s willingness to meet the group
 and discuss their demands, primarily the call to remove
 Tuason from office on various grounds.

Meanwhile, middle-distance runner Eduardo Buenavista
 and 46 other athletes will receive cash rewards from
 President Arroyo for their golden feats in the recent
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 Southeast Asian Games.

The President will hand over her promised bonus to the
 athletes this Friday in simple ceremonies at Malacañang,
 according to Tuason.

While many Filipinos will encounter a bleak Christmas,
 Buenavista, the most successful among the Filipino
 campaigners in the Kuala Lumpur Games, should enjoy
 the holidays in comfort.

He will receive P200,000 from President Arroyo on the
 strength of his gold medal victories in the 3,000-meter
 steeplechase and 5,000-m run. Each gold is worth
 P100,000.

President Arroyo has approved the release of P3 million
 from her social fund for the athletes’ bonanza which she
 had promised during the RP Team send-off party at the
 Palace in September.

The Philippines won 30 gold medals in the SEA Games.
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Thursday, 8 November 2001

Graft charges filed vs Tuason
By EDGARD HILARIO

THE ATHLETES and Coaches Alliance of the Philippines (ACAP)
 yesterday filed charges of graft and corruption against
 Philippine Sports Commission (PSC) chairman Carlos Tuason
 before the Office of the Ombudsman.

ACAP president Jaime Sebastian, in a sworn affidavit,
 alleged that Tuason violated no less than Republic Act
 6847—the law which created the PSC—in dispensing with
 agency money involving millions of pesos and
 subsequently, Republic Act 3019 otherwise known as the
 Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act.

Details of the three-page affidavit and the three-page
 supporting documents were not made available to the
 media but sources said some of the complaints involved
 illegal payments to equipment not purchased by the PSC
 but by its predecessor Project: Gintong Alay and some
 missing money from the rent of one of the agency’s sports
 facilities.

“We will let the Ombudsman decide whether we have
 gathered enough documents to prove that Tuason should
 be charged with graft and corruption,” said Sebastian who
 also led a mass attended by some 200 athletes, coaches
 and sports officials in front of the PSC building to further
 dramatize their cause.

Tuason yesterday described the charges as pure
 harassment but said he welcomed the move “to clear my
 name.”

“It is the right of every man to air his opinion, and seek
 redress for his grievances but I also have the right to
 defend myself,” Tuason said.

Tuason said he would answer all charges point by point
 once he receives the formal information from the Office of
 the Ombudsman.

This early, however, Tuason said the charges could be part
 of an ongoing campaign to discredit the PSC and to sow
 chaos in the sports community by unseen hands with
 selfish motives.

“All PSC transactions are above board. All PSC projects are
 in order. Our books are subject to regular COA audit,”
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 Tuason stressed when told that the charges involved PSC
 purchases and payments.

Sebastian said they will prove their charges.

“Palaging sinasabi ni Mr. Tuason na wala kaming katibayan
 sa mga bintang namin sa kanya. We’re calling his bluff.
 Now it’s his turn to prove otherwise,” added Sebastian.

Sebastian also planned to see President Arroyo to
 personally air their grievancs. The meeting is set this
 afternoon.
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Keon happy to be of help
So Mike Keon has finally said yes.

Over a month ago when he guested at the weekly SCOOP
 sa Kamayan forum and had a long lunch with some of the
 SCOOP officers, there was hardly any indication that he
 would be involved-again – in a big way, with Philippine
 sports.

The former Gintong Alay project director was offered a
 consultancy post by PSC chair Butch Tuason which he had
 hesitantly accepted, but that was all. Although he was
 being convinced by many quarters to take a more active
 and important role, Mike would always decline, explaining
 that he was happy and peaceful with what he was
 currently doing.

“I have my own little kingdom in Ilocos, let’s leave it at
 that. As PSC consultant, I’ll help in whatever way I can,”
 was Mike’s standard answer.

But I knew that Mike would’ve taken the bigger, more
 important role if not for the bigger headaches, the
 controversies and the politics that go with the job.

* * * *

Thus I was very surprised when I read in yesterday’s
 papers that Mike had been appointed national training
 director of Team Philippines, which I understand, will go
 way beyond the Pusan, Korea Asian Games next year.

“I felt challenged, although it was with a sense of
 trepidation that I had accepted the job, the current climate
 in Philippine sports being what it is,” Mike explained on the
 phone yesterday.

“I know that the expectations from me will be great so it
 won’t be easy. It certainly won’t be a walk in the park. I
 suppose sports is in my blood that’s why I accepted the
 job.”

Mike said he expects to get solid backing from the PSC and
 cooperation from the NSA’s which he intends to sit down
 with individually on a one-on-one basis starting
 immediately.

“I also intend to talk with the coaches and athletes. But
 whatever I do, I will do in consultation with the Philippine
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 Olympic Committee. We will work hand-in-hand together.”

* * * *

For next year’s Asian Games, Mike is looking to send a lean
 and mean RP contingent unlike the 600-or so we sent to
 Bangkok in 1998 which he said was too big.

Even 300 is too big, considering that we won only one gold
 (in billiards) there.

Our formula for Pusan, he said, is “less athletes, more
 medals.”

Offhand Mike mentioned track and field, taekwondo,
 boxing, karatedo, shooting, bowling and billiards as the
 sports with gold medal potentials. He was brimming with
 enthusiasm as ideas poured forth from his mind.

“I will just be a soldier working hard in the background,” he
 swore as if to say that he will shy away from the limelight
 this time around.

And then again I heard the now famous words: “The winds
 of change have smoothen the jagged edges of my
 personality, that’s why I expect less controversies.”

I didn’t ask but it was Mike himself who translated the
 figure of speech: “What I’m trying to say is that I’m not an
 asshole anymore.”

* * * *

A scoop from my texting fairy godmother: “Joe Lipa has
 joined the PSBA Jaguars coaching staff composed of
 former UP boys Duane Salvatera and Joey Mendoza. Lipa
 is doing it pro bono just to help Duane and Joey learn the
 fine points of coaching. I pray someday Joe will solve his
 endgame which proved to be his waterloo. Joe missed
 several championships on poor ending.”

Incidentally, word also leaked out from other sources
 yesterday that Joe was back as head coach of the UP
 Maroons, his three-year contract with Ateneo having
 expired after the 2001 UAAP season.

UP vice chancellor Tessa Jazmines said the report is false.

Meanwhile, my fairy godmother reported that Senator
 Robert Jaworski has been replaced as chairman of the
 sports committee by his tocayo, Senator Robert Barbers.

I wonder why.

* * * *

Teddy Reynoso of Bulacan suggests a Green Archers —
 UAAP All-Stars exhibition game with the following lineup
 composing the latter: Ateneo’s Enrico Villanueva, Rich
 Alvarez and Alfie Tenorio; FEU’s Rysal Castro and Leo
 Avenido; NU’s Froilan Baguion and Arman de Castro; UE’s
 James Yap and Alfred Booker; UP’s Mike Bravo and Abe
 Santos; UST’s Derrick Hubalde and Adamson’s Mark



 Abadia.
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Monday, 17 September 2001

No PSC revamp - Arroyo
By REY BANCOD

KUALA LUMPUR - First Gentleman Mike Arroyo appealed for
 unity Sunday as he dismissed speculations of an impending
 revamp in the Philippine Sports Commission (PSC).''No way.
 There is no basis,'' said Arroyo when asked if it is true that
 PSC chair Butch Tuason and some of his commissioners would
 be replaced after the Southeast Asian Games.

Mr. Arroyo said President Arroyo is pleased with the
 performance of the athletes, “this despite the fact that we
 were not able to achieve our target of 40 gold medals.”

“She’s happy. She took note of the many silver medals we
 also won. She’s looking at it as a whole – the number of
 medals – and not only the gold,” said Arroyo who shared
 lunch with a group of gold winners from athletics.

Arroyo made special mention of Philippine Amateur Track
 and Field Association (PATAFA) president Go Teng Kok
 whom he congratulated for a job well done.

“I met him for the first time yesterday,” said Arroyo who
 awarded the gold medal to heptathlon winner Elma Muros-
Posadas Saturday evening.

Arroyo said squabbling has no place in sports. “We should
 work together for the country. Wala tayong mapapala
 kung away lang tayo nang away,” he said.

The First Gentleman, who immediately flew here Saturday
 after the President’s state visit to Japan, said he will take
 the initiative of talking to national sports associations
 (NSAs) hit by leadership crisis.

“I’ll try to mediate. But I can only do that much. Nasa sa
 kanila pa rin iyon, kung gusto nilang magkasundo,” said
 Arroyo.

Arroyo reiterated his call for increased support from the
 private sector.

“The government can’t do it alone. We can begin by asking
 one company, say Shell or Caltex, to support one
 particular sport,” he said.

For his part, Tuason paid tribute to the athletes who gave
 honors to the country.
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“We are happy our athletes performed well. The number of
 medals we won will show that our athletes are better
 prepared and equipped. Despite the intramurals back
 home, the athletes did not lose focus,” said Tuason.

“Sports is not about politics, it is about excellence,” he
 added.

Tuason disclosed that the PSC will create a body similar to
 the defunct Project: Gintong Alay to be managed by
 former track stars. He has so far tapped the services of
 Lydia de Vega-Mercado and Muros.

“What we can do is to get young, promising athletes from
 the grassroots and have them trained by former athletes.
 We would begin initially with track and field and swimming
 which account for 90 golds in the SEA Games alone,”
 Tuason said. “Of course, we won’t charge this to the
 allocations of the NSAs concerned.”
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Thursday, 13 September 2001

PSC faces major revamp
By EDGARD HILARIO

A MAJOR FACELIFT in the Philippine Sports Commission is
 inevitable.

This the Bulletin learned from a very reliable source who is
 also privy with the wishes of President Arroyo to provide
 the government sports agency able hands in instituting
 changes and a new sports policy under her Administration.

“It’s no longer a secret. Some of the key persons in the
 PSC have to go and that’s the wish of the President,’’ said
 the source who requested anonymity.

So as not to rock the boat or give added burdens to the
 Filipino athletes putting up a brave stand in the ongoing
 21st Southeast Asian Games, the source said PSC
 chairman Carlos Tuason and commissioners Ritchie Garcia
 and Weena Lim have been allowed to finish their jobs in
 Kuala Lumpur before they are handed their walking papers
 only weeks after their return.

The fate of the two other commissioners–Cynthia Carreon
 and William Ramirez – are different.

Carreon will reportedly remain in the PSC, being the sole
 appointee of President Arroyo after the short reign of
 President Estrada.

Ramirez, Tuason, Garcia and Lim are Estrada appointees,
 but the former was the only one who announced his
 readiness to resign after Arroyo came into power while
 baring his desire to continue his work in the promotion and
 development of sports in Mindanao.

“Ramirez is still being considered to remain in the PSC, But
 it’s all up to the President.’’

The source said the list of possible replacements has
 swelled up in recent months.

“Actually, President Arroyo already want them (Tuason and
 company) to be replaced when she assumed the
 Presidency last February. But because of the SEA Games.
 she was prevailed upon to hold her decisions,’’ said the
 source.

Earlier reports (not in the Bulletin) claimed Tuason and Co.
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 may remain in their positions if the country did well in
 Kuala Lumpur. But that is not the case, according to the
 source.

“No, even if we make good in the SEA Games, there is no
 stopping the President from doing what she has been
 planning for a long time now. The PSC will have a major
 change in leadership,’’ said the PSC insider.

Tuason, Garcia and Lim are currently in Kuala Lumpur with
 the rest of the RP delegation while Carreon opted for a
 short three-day stay before flying back home. Ramirez
 chose to take care of business at the PSC.
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Saturday, 10 November 2001

Rats jumping off PSC ship
I'M GLAD the week is finally over.

It’s been a sad, heart-wrenching week as death visited
 some of our dearest friends.

There was Col. Nereo Andolong who passed away days
 ago. The good colonel was the quintessential sportsman.
 He practically lived sports having been a tennis player,
 golfer, scuba diver, shooter, parachutist, among many
 other pursuits.

He was president of several sports associations and also of
 the Philippine Olympic Committee. In his final years, he
 stayed with the sport closest to his heart – golf. And when
 he could no longer play it, he spent his days at Villamor
 Golf Club where he reminisced good days with his
 colleagues.

The other day, it was Tito Eduque who passed away. Like
 Andolong, Tito also lived a full life. Always smiling, very
 effervescent, Tito exuded warmth and tenderness that
 made one feel he was always happy to see you.

Then a few days back, my college soulmate, Amado Sison,
 lost his son Nikos to a still unknown disease. Nikos was
 just 19 and his future looked bright and exciting. He was
 the eldest among four children and needless to say, the
 pain of losing him is almost unbearable.

Our thoughts, prayers and deepest condolences to the
 relatives.

* * * *

TO HEAR it from an insider in the Philippine Sports
 Commission, there is total chaos, distrust and so much
 back-stabbing going on at the sports agency that blood is
 practically dripping on the steps of the PSC offices.

It’s because top officials of the PSC are so alarmed at what
 they perceived as the final days of the current
 administration that they are jockeying to be in the good
 graces of whoever will come next after chairman Carlos
 Tuason.

Yeah, that’s right. Many in the agency believe Tuason is
 just one step from oblivion. Everyone believes this except
 Tuason who has moved mountains to stay in his job.
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For whatever reason, it seems the coup plotters at the
 Rizal Memorial are getting into the nerves of the PSC top
 brass.

“It’s the pits out there,” said my source. “No one trusts
 anyone. Everyone is suspicious of the other. It’s chaos.
 Nothing is being done anymore.”

The picture brings to mind rats abandoning a sinking ship.
 Even Tuason’s trusted lieutenants reportedly are conniving
 with the plotters, allegedly even providing the chair’s
 opponents with vital documents.

The reason why this problem exists is, as we have said in
 the past, because the President has held back on officially
 telling the sports community that Tuason is here to stay.

But she can’t seem to say that because too many people
 are saying too many things to her.

Tuason gets good backing from his cousin Mike Arroyo,
 who definitely not only has the President’s ears, but many
 other things besides.

But she also gets bad reviews of Tuason from other
 sources, including her appointee to the PSC, Ms. Cynthia
 Carrion, who is civil in front of Tuason but reportedly could
 not work with him if it’s going to be long term.

Told that Tuason earned brownie points by having
 President Arroyo stand in the background with Chinese
 president Jiang while signing a memorandum of
 agreement during GMA’s state visit to China last week, my
 source said it was too little too late.

How about Tuason’s closeness with Mike Arroyo, the
 President’s husband, who is the chairman’s first cousin?
 “He is not going to meddle into this thing,” said the source
 whose own source seemed impeccable.

Whatever it is, still the best thing to do to end the bickering
 and the power struggle is for President Arroyo to confirm
 or remove Tuason. The suspense and the uncertainty is
 driving Philippine sports to the breaking point.

* * * *

Getting people out of their little kingdoms has become the
 activity of choice in sports today. There’s always a petition
 to remove this guy or that guy as president or secretary
 general.

Some gather a few cuthroats and hold elections and then
 declare themselves president such as Jaime Sebastian
 who, after being ousted for his awful performance as
 coach of the weightlifting team, has emerged as president
 of the association.

And guess who is weightlifting’s vice president?. Graham
 Lim, that’s who. The guy who can’t distinguish a clean and
 jerk from a total jerk, is VP of this group. He’s the same
 guy who is running the basketball association as its
 secretary general and chief puppeteer of Tiny Literal.



Hey Graham, be careful. You might be biting more than
 you can chew.

Then there’s the power struggle in karate, cycling,
 swimming, softball and some other hapless organization.

Everyone wants to be sports association president, except
 Go Teng Kok who promised to leave his track and field
 association once he achieved his goal of seven gold
 medals in the SEA Games. Unfortunately, GTK has not
 found a worthy successor. He thinks he’s the only one who
 can save Philippine sports.

Well, I nominate Lydia de Vega.
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More food, higher pay for RP athletes 

Updated 01:17am (Mla time) Jan 21, 2005 
 Inquirer News Service 

Editor's Note: Published on page A23 of the January 21, 2005 issue of the
 Philippine Daily Inquirer 

GOOD news to national athletes and coaches.

The Philippine Sports Commission yesterday increased their meal
 allowance and promised to look into the possibility of also raising their
 monthly stipend.

PSC officer-in-charge Butch Ramirez added the athletes will be provided
 with a fresh set of playing gear from adidas from track suits, shirts and
 shoes and new beddings at their quarters at the Rizal Memorial Sports
 Complex.

From P250, each national athlete will soon get P350 daily according to
 Ramirez, who appeared before mediamen along with commissioners
 Michael Barredo, Leon Montemayor and Ambrosio de Luna.

He said the agency is also studying how to raise the monthly allowances of
 Class A and Class B athletes, who are getting P8,000 and P6,000,
 respectively.

Ramirez also announced that the PSC has recommended the transfer of the
 Palarong Pambansa to the Department of Education.

The transfer, according to Ramirez, needs an Executive Order from
 President Macapagal-Arroyo but
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 will include the funds the PSC used
 to get from the National Sports
 Development Fund worth about P40
 million.

"We want the PSC to concentrate on
 policy making and taking care of
 the national sports associations and
 athletes," said Ramirez.

Ramirez added there won't be any massive revamp and stressed that he
 won't fire any of the 350 contractual employees, but instead find
 opportunities for them to be productive.

Marc Anthony Reyes
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New quarters for RP athletes at Philsports 

Posted 03:14am (Mla time) Mar 18, 2005 
 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service 

Editor's Note: Published on page A30 of the March 18, 2005 issue of the
 Philippine Daily Inquirer 

THE FILIPINO athlete finally has a new home.

At least 30 rooms with air-conditioning units and new beds are being
 prepared inside an unused area in the Philsports in Pasig that will
 accommodate some 300 athletes living in the cramped Rizal Memorial
 Sports Complex.

Philippine Sports Commission officer-in-charge Butch Ramirez yesterday
 announced that the athletes will transfer to their new quarters within two
 months following instructions by no less than President Macapagal-
Arroyo.

Ramirez said the national athletes' new home will also have a first-class
 cafeteria being built to the tune of P1 million and that will serve food
 specified by the agency's nutritionists and dieticians.

"Finally, our athletes can move out of the 70-year-old Rizal Memorial
 which was not really intended to house the athletes," said Ramirez, who
 had earlier restored the monthly allowance of members of the national pool
 or the Class C athletes.

Ramirez had also raised the meal allowance of the 800-plus athletes from
 P250 to P350 a day.

"This is in line with the President's
 foremost instruction which is to
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 'love the athletes' because if they
 feel they are special they love you
 back and deliver," said Ramirez.

The PSC chief said the new athletes'
 quarters, which will be called the
 "Olympic Village of RP Athletes," used to be vacant office spaces near
 Brent School inside the PSC-controlled Philsports, now manned by PSC
 consultant Willy Roldan.

Some 300 members of the national pool now billeted in the dugout of the
 Rizal Stadium and its peripheral structures will relocate to the Philsports
 where there is less traffic congestion and pollution compared with the
 RMSC.
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 No pay, but illusion 
 is a rage at PSC
Posted: 4:18 AM (Manila Time) | Oct. 22, 2003

 Inquirer News Service

 (KIDAPAWAN FIGHT: A boxing curtain-raiser
 is not staged a full week before the main event.
 But the title bout between WBC International
 flyweight champion Randy Mangubat and top
 challenger Diosdado Gabi at the Kidapawan City
 Gymnasium on Nov. 9 promises to be an
 explosive appetizer to Manny Pacquiao's big fight in San Antonio,
 Texas a week after the North Cotabato slug-out. It's a clash between
 two prospective future world titlists. Pacquiao's brother, Bobby, meets
 Fil-Am banger Arnick Arabala of Colorado in the chief supporting
 bout. Promoter Socrates Piñol says the card is Kipadawan's biggest
 event in years.) 

* * *

 THEY are playing a new game out there at the Philippine Sports
 Commission. 

The name of the game? Illusion. 

It's like this. Our national athletes have not received their regular
 allowances from the government as of Tuesday noon. 

That was a delay of nearly three days. 

It was the first time this has happened. 

But if you look around the PSC office, you would not suspect anything
 wrong. 

The mess is kept under wraps and not a word of the damaging delay
 comes out in the newspapers. 
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There's this belief that one tricky manipulator works the magic to paint a
 very rosy picture of things at the PSC. 

* * *

Actually, it's not only the athletes who have suffered from the delay. 

All the other PSC employees also have not gotten their salaries. 

Jimmy Sebastian, former head of the national athletes and coaches
 association who now works as PSC consultant, said not a few of his
 companions had threatened to strike. 

"This is very frustrating," he exclaimed. "Hirap sila (They're hard up).
 This will definitely hinder their training for the Southeast Asian
 Games." 

Sebastian said national athletes and PSC employees were left to wonder
 where their bosses had taken the payroll bag. 

Two theories behind the latest PSC mess were floated: 

1) Pagcor (Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation) was late in
 remitting its contribution to the government sports funding agency. 

2) Money intended for the salaries and allowances were diverted to the
 Mindanao Friendship Games 

* * *

Malaya tabloid columnist Fred Lumba said he suspects funds had to be
 diverted after expenses for the Mindanao Games were bloated
 overnight to something like 11.6 million pesos. 

The situation was so bad that rowing association president Nestor Ilagan
 had to borrow money to pay his athletes, among those tapped to land
 big medals in the Vietnam Games in December. 

"I'm telling this only to you, it's only now that allowances of athletes
 and salaries of PSC employees have been delayed," confided baseball
 great Boy Codiñera. 

He added: "The employees and national athletes were asking: where's
 the payroll? If they could buy all those classy cars, why can't they at
 least give us the little pay we have worked hard for?" 

* * *

This being a touchy issue, we tried to call the PSC information officer,
 but his cellphone just kept ringing shortly before noon. 



By the way, this media running dog is the chief suspect behind the
 operation of an enormous fund to delude the public on the actual state
 of affairs in the PSC. 

This master illusionist reportedly keeps a list of people whose opinion
 and eyesight he tries to control through material manipulation. Our
 master illusionist is reportedly always available to provide those in his
 magic list a taste of the good life. 

My kumpadre, Fred Lumba, swore he had been offered a hefty sum to
 be part of the manipulator's magic list. 

Fred said he turned the good-time offer down, a fact that was
 acknowledged by one PSC office secretary through a text message
 dated May 16. 

Read the message of the PSC secretary to Mr. Lumba: "Yes, I know and
 I respect your decision. OK, I'll check if your name is still in the list." 

* * *

So how much does the PSC spend monthly to keep this magic list
 working? 

From what he hears, it could be as much as 500,000 pesos a month,
 Lumba surmised. 

So far, the illusionist has displayed a rare talent in his new calling. 

First, he had instantly made the expensive cars bought by PSC staffers
 close to PSC chairman Eric Buhain appear cheap and insignificant. 

There were reports this master cover-up man could've worked his spell
 on Representative Monico Puentevella, after the Bacolod solon
 suddenly fell dumb on his threat to subject top PSC staffers to a
 lifestyle check. 

There's also the case the racehorses which the PSC had anomalously
 imported. 

The master illusionist had succeeded in making the expensive
 thoroughbred horses appear nothing more than cheap cattle. 

Our magic man is said to be in constant contact with people in his list. 

At least, he has not been bold enough to work his spell on this crazy
 reporter.
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08/12/2002
Mapua forfeits game
By Edgard Hilario

ANOTHER BLACKEYE for collegiate basketball. 

The NCAA, still nursing a hangover from an ugly brawl that marred one of its games
 last week, suffered another major blow when the College of St. Benilde-Mapua match
 ended in controversy last night at the Rizal Memorial Coliseum. 

This time, the league’s top officials and the respective bench officials played a major
 role in the confusion that resulted in the Cardinals forfeiting the match in favor of the
 Blazers. 

But more than the forfeiture, the second this season alone after the brawl-marred
 Philippine Christian U-San Beda match last Wednesday, the NCAA is expected to
 convene its board today to tackle the behavior of MIT coach Horacio Lim and CSB
 counterpart Dong Vergeire. 

Lim had harsh words against the league commissioner and other officials and, at the
 height of his tirade, even alleged that “money is used to favor a team.” 

Vergeire, on the other hand, courted disaster when he grabbed the public-address
 microphone while the MIT side was still fuming mad and egged the league officials to
 declare CSB the winner since the latter had already put the game under protest. 

The controversy started when Al Magpayo of CSB was called for an unsportsmanlike
 foul on MIT’s Edcel Feliciano with the Blazers ahead, 66-61, and the game down to
 its final eight seconds. 

The two players started talking trash and were called for a double-technical, their
 respective benches reacted and were slapped bench ‘Ts,” and all hell broke loose. 

MIT started to walk out when CSB’s Sunday Salvacion trooped to the foul line for a
 technical free throw, the Cardinals under the impression that their player, Feliciano,
 would not be given his own freethrows as well as ball possession. 

Thirty minutes of confusion ensued and, just when Lim was set to order his boys to
 resume play “but against my will,” Vergeire was suddenly heard talking on the
 microphone. 

CSB is now 8-1 and MIT 3-6. 

PCU, badly decimated by suspensions on key players, still played like one cohesive
 unit in slipping past hardluck University of Perpetual Help, 72-70, in the day’s
 opening game. 

PCU 72 — Franco 22, Roque 16, Guiyab 10, Hawk 8, Soriano 6, Acraman 3, Senining
 5, Legayada 2, Gementiza 2, Flora 0. 

UPHR 70 — Cuenco 16, Balboa 12, Cosme 12, Tayer 9, Hawkins 9, Aseron 7, Javier
 4, Mulat 1, Botin 0. 

Quarterscores: 25-17, 41-39, 58-55, 72-70. 
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POC to probe athletics chief

By Nick Giongco

THE PHILIPPINE Olympic Committee (POC) yesterday appeared
 to have broken its ties with Philippine Amateur Track and Field
 Association President Go Teng Kok after the POC announced the
 creation of a committee to look into reports that the controversial
 track official is the mastermind behind the move to reinstate the
 Basketball Association of the Philippines (BAP) back into the local
 Olympic organization. 

POC President Jose Cojuangco Jr. yesterday appointed POC Chairman
 Robert Aventajado to head the committee after reports reaching the
 POC board indicated that Go is going around soliciting the signatures of
 national sports associations leaders to support a petition to reinstate the
 BAP.

The BAP was expelled from the POC last year after repeatedly bringing
 embarrassment to Philippine basketball in the international community
 by sending third rate teams to international competitions where the
 country racked up new records for futility.

Swimming association head Mark Joseph came out with the specifics of
 the case involving Go, in Tuesday's POC executive committee meeting
 and it was his report that prompted the creation of a committee.

However, there is nothing in the POC rules that forbids a member from
 circulating a petition whether it is for or against certain policies of the
 POC.

At best, the POC as a body could seek Goâ€™s resignation from its
 standing committees after declaring loss of confidence, said an official.

Go holds several high positions in the POC, including co-head of the
 Asian Games task force. He also is special assistant to Cojuangco
 serving as his right hand man after Cojuangcoâ€™s election. Go
 supported the expulsion of the BAP and was in various delegations that
 met with various FIBA officials to work for the recognition of a new
 basketball association.

Many now believe he was actually "spying" for the other side.

"We now suspect he was working for his BAP friends," said a source
 who requested not to be identified.
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POC secretary general Steve Hontiveros said Go might even be declared
 "persona non grata" by the POC Board if the investigation comes out
 with solid evidence linking him to the issue.

"If the committee finds out that he has been really acting on his own,
 there will be sanctions," said Hontiveros without specifying the
 sacntions.

Joseph said the decision to form a committee to check the veracity of
 Goâ€™s participation was "unanimous" and it was forged during the
 POC Executive Board meeting on Tuesday by 11 members of the
 Executive Committee.

Go refused to make a statement when contacted by the Bulletin
 yesterday. He said that whatever he says wonâ€™t come out in print
 anyway.

Cojuangco said there is no specific timetable for the committee to finish
 its probe.

Joining Aventajado in the committee is Frank Elizalde, the International
 Olympic Committeeâ€™s representative to the Philippines, Cojuangco
 said.

With the POCâ€™s move to put Go under the microscope, sports
 officials believe that Goâ€™s world may have shrunk a bit more. At
 present, he is at loggerheads with Philippine Sports Commission
 Chairman William Ramirez whom he is trying to topple by circulating
 alleged cases of corruption.

This was after Ramirez refused to release funds to Go whom he said
 must first account for the millions of pesos previously released to the
 PATAFA.

Meanwhile, Cojuangco reiterated that the BAP can no longer be
 welcomed back into the POC.

"(Bringing the BAP back) is out of the question," said Cojuangco during
 the formal launch of the second POC Olympic Festival at the Milky
 Way restaurant in Makati. "Expelled na â€˜yan.

The BAP is non-existent," said Cojuangco, saying the 70-year-old
 association was given several chances to shape up but blew every one of
 them.

"They had three opportunities. First was when I staged a basketball
 summit. Secondly was when we brought the matter to (the FIBA) in
 Geneva and the third was the one that happened recently."

"The problem with the BAP is that if they could not get what they want,
 they back out (from talks)," said Cojuangco.

Moves to reinstate the BAP recently acquired new life after the election
 of Sen. Jinggoy Estrada as BAP president last week.

Estrada was able to extract a promise from Ramirez to reopen the
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 padlocked BAP office during a recent talk. But Ramirez said the
 reopening was contingent on the reinstatement of the BAP as member
 of the POC.

Last Tuesday, the PSC board ruled with finality that the BAP office will
 remain closed.
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POC urges NSAs: train elsewhere
By Jean Malanum

PHILIPPINE OLYMPIC Committee secretary-general Romeo Ribano yesterday urged
 national sports associations with Southeast Asian Games-bound athletes set to train in
 SARS-affected areas to look for alternative countries.

Athletes from at least five sports are set to train in countries with high cases of the
 deadly Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS).

Wushu, table tennis, rowing, dragon boat race and lawn bowls are among the
 associations planning to train athletes in China, Singapore and 2003 SEA Games host
 Vietnam.

”NSAs should not close their eyes. There may be other countries where they can send
 their athletes for training and competition,” said Ribano, also the president of the
 squash association. 

Ribano suggested that this is the appropriate time for the Philippines to maximize its
 existing Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with countries like Australia and Cuba,
 which offer the exchange of technical expertise as well as training of athletes. 

“Since our athletes cannot go to these SARS-infected countries, we might as well use
 the existing sports agreement with other countries,” stressed Ribano. 

“Hindi dapat tumigil ang training ng mga atleta natin. Dapat na maghanap ang mga
 NSAs ng ibang paraan at masiguro na maging handa ang lahat ng atleta na isasali sa
 SEA Games,” explained Ribano. 

The POC and the Philippine Sports Commission have signed MOAs with the
 Australian Sports Commission and the Cuban Recreation Institute and Sports
 Ministry.

The POC and the Chile Sports Ministry also forged a six-point sports exchange
 program for athletes from tennis, volleyball and football while the Hungarian Sports
 Institute had a mutual program supporting the Filipino weightlifters. 

The Amateur Boxing Association of the Philippines, so far, is the only NSA which has
 been sending boxers to train in Cuba as part of its long-term training program in the
 country’s quest for the elusive first Olympic gold medal. 

Due to the SARS alert, POC president Celso Dayrit, first vice president Steve
 Hontiveros, treasurer Benjie Ramos and Ribano decided to skip the Southeast Asian
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 Games Federation (SEAGF) meeting on April 25 in Hanoi, Vietnam. 

PSC chairman Eric Buhain, on the other hand, is set to visit China to coordinate with
 Chinese sports officials regarding the stint of Filipino athletes there.
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 POC, PSC fight over 
Team Philippines
Posted: 1:05 AM (Manila Time) | Jun. 04, 2003

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 FIRST, the country's two premier sports agencies offered contrasting
 projections on the expected Philippine finish in this year's Southeast
 Asian Games. 

On Tuesday, it was learned that the Philippine Olympic Committee and
 the Philippine Sports Commission are engaged in a tug-of-war over the
 use of the phrase Team Philippines. 

 Both powerful bodies want exclusive rights over the catch phrase. 

The PSC, sources said, frowned over POC's move to patent Team
 Philippines for its exclusive use to gather sponsors for the Vietnam
 Southeast Asian Games in December. 

The PSC, as an in-house marketing arm, drums up corporate support to
 augment the agency's allocation from the General Appropriations Act
 and the Presidential Social Fund. 

However, the POC, which hired the International Management Group to
 generate sponsor funds, recently placed a newspaper advertisement
 claiming exclusive rights over Team Philippines. 

But the PSC cried foul, especially since it is the government body which
 is financing the campaign of the Philippine delegation starting from
 preparation to actual competition. 

The PSC is set to spend 40 million pesos for the airfare and
 accommodation of the expected 500 athletes and officials going to
 Vietnam. 

Said amount is apart from the funds rolled out by PSC for the SEA
 Games preparations which included purchase of equipment and
 international exposure. 
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The two premier sports bodies also disagree on the criteria to be used
 for the SEA Games with the PSC holding firm on the requirement
 which calls for a performance equalling a bronze mark in Busan Asian
 Games or a silver in Kuala Lumpur SEAG. 

This developed as Bacolod Representative Monico Puentevella warned
 the POC and the PSC to stand by their respective predictions of the
 SEAG outcome. 

He said whatever happens in the December SEAG would be a yardstick
 of the capability of POC president Celso Dayrit and PSC chairman Eric
 Buhain as sports leaders. 

Dayrit said the country might place fourth overall, while Buhain
 predicted a third-place finish.
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 PSC chair cries harassment
Posted: 9:53 PM (Manila Time) | November 07, 2001

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 PHILIPPINE Sports Commission (PSC) chair Butch Tuason on
 Wednesday branded the graft charges hurled against him as "pure
 harassment" even as his accusers are set to meet with President Gloria
 Macapagal-Arroyo Thursday in Malacañang to intensify their anti-Tuason
 campaign. 

Just the same, Tuason said he welcomes the suit filed against him before
 the Ombudsman Wednesday, saying it is a venue for him to "clear (his)
 name." 

 However, members of the
 Athletes and Coaches Alliance of the Philippines (Acap) will bring their
 case straight to the President, who agreed to give them an audience in the
 Palace at 2 p.m., according to Acap president Jaime Sebastian. 

"I hope the President will now see our point," said Sebastian, who is also
 the president of the Weightlifting Association of the Philippines. "She will
 see that all the athletes and coaches are asking for are just the basic needs,
 which the PSC could not provide." 

After going to the Ombudsman, Sebastian joined the Acap members to hear
 the noontime Mass in front of the Rizal Memorial Sports Complex
 administration building. 

Sebastian said they will respectfully ask the President to revamp the PSC
 from Tuason down to his commissioners Cynthia Carrion, William
 Ramirez, Weena Lim and Richi Garcia. 

"It is the right of every man to air his opinion and seek redress for his
 grievances but I also have the right to defend myself," said Tuason in a
 statement. "I will answer all the charges point by point." 

Sebastian claimed that Tuason violated Republic Act 3019, otherwise
 known as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act in his two-page
 affidavit, obtained by the INQUIRER and submitted to lawyer Donna
 Pascual, Ombudsman's graft investigation officer. 

But Tuason said the charges are just part of the ongoing campaign to
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 discredit the PSC and "to sow chaos in the sports community by unseen
 hands with selfish motives." 

Tuason added: "All PSC transactions are above-board. All PSC projects are
 in order. Our books are subject to regular COA (Commission on Audit)
 [monitoring]." 
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 PSC chief not distracted 
by rumored ouster
Posted: 5:27 AM (Manila Time) | Oct. 23, 2003

 By Roy Luarca
Inquirer News Service

 PHILIPPINE Sports Commission chairman Eric Buhain won't be
 distracted by rumors that he's going to be replaced. 

"The President is working and I am working. The President is focusing
 and I am focusing on the job at hand," said Buhain, who attended the
 Congress budget hearing Wednesday. 

 "The President's instructions are clear: Successful Mindanao Games,
 Palarong Pambansa and our country's participation in the Southeast
 Asian Games," he added. 

Toward this end, Buhain has adopted hands-on management with the
 Mindanao Friendship Games being staged in Mati town, Davao
 Oriental province, and the Palarong Pambansa to be held in Tubod
 town, Lanao del Norte province, next week. 

Meanwhile, Robert "Dodot" Jaworski Jr. confirmed reports that he was
 offered the PSC post in a press statement issued Wednesday. 

Jaworski noted that "there has been obvious discontent in the way the
 PSC has turned from bad to worse in recent times." 

He also advised Buhain "to look at this issue as a wake-up call to reflect
 on the shortcomings of his administration."
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 PSC needs P200M 
now for SEA Games
Posted: 6:32 AM (Manila Time) | Mar. 09, 2004

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 THE COUNTRY needs at least 200 million pesos immediately to build
 and refurbish facilities for the 2005 Manila Southeast Asian Games,
 Philippine Sports Commission chair Eric Buhain said Monday.

Buhain said the amount is part of the agency's requirement in fulfilling its
 role in the country's hosting of the biennial meet.
The agency has complained about the lack of coordination on the part of
 the Philippine Olympic Committee regarding its preparations.

 "We have started doing our part, which includes the training of the
 athletes and (the refurbishing of) infrastructures," said Buhain. "We have
 been reaching out (to the POC) as early as August last year to no avail."

But POC president Celso Dayrit said the PSC doesn't need instructions
 from the POC because the division of labor is clear between the two sports
 bodies.

Dayrit was recently appointed to chair the Olympic Council of Asia (OCA)
 Evaluation Committee which is tasked to review the capability and
 readiness of prospective host cities bidding for future Asian Games.

Aside from the POC, Dayrit is currently the president of the Southeast
 Asian Games Federation and the Philippine SEA Games organizing
 committee (Philsoc). He is also the vice president of the OCA, the first
 Filipino ever to be elected to this position in the continental governing
 body for sports.

Dayrit's experience in games and events management has been noted and
 recognized by the OCA. He was involved in the OCA working committee
 for finance and marketing for the Asian Games in Busan, Korea, and
 headed the OCA inspection team which evaluated the plans and
 capabilities of Qatar for the 2006 Asian Games.

Dayrit added that there are available venues to hold the Games in Metro
 Manila, with the exception of the 70-year-old Rizal Memorial Sports
 Complex (RMSC), which he describes as unfit to host the SEAG.
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"Do they need special instructions from us to maintain the RMSC?" said
 Dayrit. "It (complex) should be ready to host international competitions at
 any given time."

The POC chief said it's the PSC's job to keep the RMSC fit for international
 competitions.

But Buhain said the PSC cannot move unless it is sure that the venue has
 been tapped by the POC, which controls the Philsoc (Philippine SEA
 Games organizing committee).

But since Dayrit has confirmed the use of the RMSC, Buhain said the Rizal
 Memorial track and field stadium will have to undergo a facelift --
 including the resurfacing of the track oval, the refurbishing of the stadium
 stands and its roofing -- which will coast between 50 million and 60
 million pesos.

A new electronic timing device will also have to be put up in place of the
 old one which no longer functions, and this would cost an additional 50
 million pesos, Buhain added.

The Rizal aquatics center, according to Buhain, is already dilapidated and
 won't measure up to international standards. He said repairing the old
 center would cost as much as constructing a new one.

He suggested the construction of a new 100 million pesos aquatics center at
 the reclamation area which would include warm-up, diving and
 competition pools.
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 PSC shifts media stance 
as new controversy looms
Posted: 9:59 PM (Manila Time) | Nov. 06, 2003

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 WITH bad press coming out and going straight at it, the Philippine Sports
 Commission on Thursday adopted drastic measures as another controversy
 threatened to hurt the national sports agency anew. 

Arsenic Lacson, the agency's top public relations man, himself said that
 PSC chairman Eric Buhain has asked him not to respond to specific
 questions from reporters covering the Rizal Memorial Sports Complex,
 which houses the PSC, Philippine Olympic Committee and most of the
 national sports associations. 

 "Per instruction of the chair, my office is now off the POC-PSC Media
 Group. Please direct all communications to the chair," read the text
 message Lacson sent to the press corps members. 

Buhain said Lacson will remain as media information officer. 

The PSC move came in the wake of reports about the revival of the
 lifestyle check on Buhain and his so-called "Magnificent 7" which
 includes Lacson. 

The investigation has been elevated to the Presidential Anti-Graft
 Commission, the top body looking out for irregularities committed by
 government officials. 

Meanwhile, sources in the PSC claimed that its officials had asked for P5
 million additional fund from the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corp.
 for the recent Palarong Pambansa days before the Games began in Lanao
 del Norte. 

The amount constitutes "contingency funds" for the games. 

It was not immediately known whether Pagcor chief Ephraim Genuino
 granted the request, which was supposed to be apart from the Palaro's 40
 million-peso budget that came from Ms Macapagal's Presidential Social
 Fund (30 million pesos) and the Congress (10 million pesos). 

This developed as talks went around about a top-level PSC official who has
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 gifted his wife with a Ford Expedition despite getting a monthly salary of
 only 25,000 pesos. 

The talks came from a former PSC employee who is now connected with a
 multinational pharmaceutical firm, where the PSC official's wife is also
 working. 

The newest car issue is expected to heighten controversies surrounding the
 PSC which, ironically, started when flashy vehicles started showing up at
 the PSC parking lot. 

It was followed by the PSC's alleged involvement in the importation of 17
 thoroughbreds in an attempt to escape paying stiff taxes and, lately, the
 delayed salaries of its contractual employees.
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 PSC to get P107-M budget
Posted: 10:35 PM (Manila Time) | October 22, 2001

 By Roy Luarca
Inquirer News Service

 THE Philippine Sports Commission (PSC) should brace itself for more
 belt-tightening measures. This developed after Budget Secretary Emilia
 Boncodin on Monday told the House committee on budget scrutinizing
 the PSC's allocation for 2002 that the government could not go beyond
 107 million pesos. 

Boncodin, however, did not discount supplemental funding saying her
 department "would find other sources to offset shortfalls at least in the
 sports agency." 

 PSC Chair Carlos Tuason
 said his main concern is the holding of the Palarong Pambansa, which
 was shelved this year due to lack of funds. 

Bacolod Rep. Monico Puentevella of the House committee on youth and
 sports shared Tuason's sentiment, adding that the Palaro budget should
 be treated distinct from the PSC share from general appropriations. 

Puentevella, a former sports commissioner, said another 100 million
 pesos--60 million pesos for the 16 regional meets and 40 million pesos
 for the nationals--is needed for the 2002 Palaro. 

"We have to make an appeal to the Budget Department and the
 congressmen about the predicament we are in," said Tuason. "There are
 urgent expenditures, especially on the Palaro, that need to be
 addressed." 

Aware of the problems confronting the PSC, Puentevella discouraged
 the street protest the Athletes and Coaches Alliance of the Philippines
 (Acap) has scheduled for Thursday. 

"Not even Superman could solve the problem of Philippine sports right
 now," said Puentevella, adding a tripartite summit among the PSC, the
 Philippine Olympic Committee and the athletes could be a good start. 

The Acap, headed by Jaime Sebastian, claimed that they would hold a
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 rally on Thursday to seek a revamp in the PSC and the POC.
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 Timing of lifestyle check 
a bit late, says PSC chief
Posted: 10:42 PM (Manila Time) | Aug. 26, 2003

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 THE INTENTION may be noble, but the timing is off. 

This was the reaction of Philippine Sports Commission chairman Eric
 Buhain Tuesday to a call by Bacolod Congressman Monico Puentevella for
 a lifestyle check on top PSC officials, whose brand new vehicles have
 become a source of wonder at the Rizal Memorial Sports Complex. 

 He said Puentevella's move came at a time when private sector has shown
 renewed interest in supporting Philippine sports, referring to the recent
 pledging session organized by First Gentleman Jose Miguel Arroyo in
 Malacañang that raised 24 million pesos for the training of the Southeast
 Asian Games-bound athletes. 

Buhain added that the call to probe his officials for hidden wealth was a bit
 late because he and seven of his immediate staffers have already
 submitted their statements of assets and liabilities last June. 

But he refused to comment on the expensive cars whose presence in the
 exclusive parking space for PSC officials in front of the administration
 building at the Rizal complex was the subject of a column by Inquirer's
 Recah Trinidad last Monday. 

An official of a national sports association housed at the same PSC building
 said Tuesday he now expects the new vehicles to be parked somewhere
 inside the sports complex, far from the inquisitive eyes of athletes and
 other sportsmen. 

"We are fully supportive of President (Gloria) Macapagal-Arroyo's
 program to check on the lifestyle of government people," said Buhain,
 adding he wants a top-to-bottom check on the PSC hierarchy "so that some
 people won't be singled out." 

While Buhain, a bemedalled swimmer who studied in the US and husband
 of a congresswoman from Batangas province, and some commissioners are
 expected to easily pass the lifestyle check, the same can't be said of their
 respective staff. 
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Puentevella, a PSC commissioner from 1996-2002 and now chair of the
 House committee on youth and sports, said the PSC chairman receives
 about 25,000 pesos while the commissioners and consultants get 20,000
 pesos a month. The commissioners also enjoy a representation allowance
 of 100,000 pesos. 

Buhain explained that the 24 million pesos raised by corporate sponsors
 during the pledging session will be given directly to the 85 athletes
 selected for their gold-winning potentials, who will in turn liquidate their
 expenses to the respective donors. 

"That would take a big burden from the PSC," said Buhain. 

The PSC chairman also clarified that electronics firm Samsung contributed
 to the Asian Games campaign last year only 20 million pesos and not 60
 million pesos as earlier reported. 

He said half of the amount went to the training uniforms purchased from
 Adidas while the remaining 10 million pesos went to the national torch
 relay and pep rallies for athletes going to the Asiad. 

Adidas' support for the RP campaign in Busan came in the form of big
 discounts from the PSC's purchase of competition and official uniforms
 during the Asiad, he added. 

Buhain also noted that the PSC is working on a budget deficit because there
 are not enough funds to finance approved requests for foreign stints by
 NSAs. 

Buhain, who celebrated his 580th day as PSC chairman by joining the
 boodle fight with some 400 national athletes Tuesday, said 20 percent of
 the PSC budget of about 450 million pesos goes to administrative
 expenses, while 80 percent goes to the needs of the NSAs.
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 Welfare of RP athletes
is POC concern--Dayrit
Posted: 9:54 PM (Manila Time) | October 16, 2001

 By Marc Anthony Reyes
Inquirer News Service

 PHILIPPINE Olympic Committee (POC) president Celso Dayrit said
 Tuesday he is willing to accompany the disgruntled athletes and coaches
 group to a dialogue with Philippine Sports Commission (PSC) officials
 in order to avert the Oct. 25 protest rally they are planning to stage. 

Dayrit stressed that "going to the streets is against the principle of
 Olympism" even as he maintained that his office has always been open
 for the national athletes. 

 "I have always been for
 the athletes and my doors are always open for them," Dayrit told the
 INQUIRER. "The athletes' welfare has always been the primordial
 concern of the POC. 

"I can't order them not to push through with the rally but I certainly can't
 endorse it," said Dayrit, whose resignation ironically was also being
 called by Acap along with that of PSC chair Butch Tuason and his
 commissioners. Tuason was locked in a marathon meeting yesterday
 when the INQUIRER called up. 

Dayrit added that while he's started planning the staging of the 2005
 Manila Southeast Asian Games, the POC has not neglected the athletes
 who are the body's foremost concern. 

In fact, Dayrit said the POC is already drafting the mechanics of
 establishing the athletes' commission which, in accordance with the
 International Olympic Committee directive last year, will have a seat in
 the POC general assembly. 

However, Dayrit said the commission will be made up of athletes only
 because coaches are considered officials and thus represent the POC
 administration. 

Athletes and Coaches Alliance of the Philippines president Jaime
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 Sebastian said he welcomed Dayrit's offer but stressed that he can't call
 off the protest rally which will begin with a lunchtime Mass on Oct. 25
 and will go on until the PSC officials eventually resign. 

Sebastian said they will hold picket lines and prayer vigil in front of the
 administration building of the Rizal Memorial Sports Complex where
 people from different sectors of society are expected to join them. 

Aside from that of Tuason and Dayrit, Acap is also asking the removal
 from office of PSC commissioners Richie Garcia, Weena Lim, Cynthia
 Carrion and William Ramirez.
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Solon wants PSC  
lifestyle check 
Posted: 10:56 PM (Manila Time) | Aug. 25, 2003 
By Marc Anthony Reyes 
Inquirer News Service 

 

A FORMER commissioner wants a lifestyle check on top officials of the Philippine 
Sports Commission who move around in luxury cars.  
 
Now the chairman of the House committee on youth and sports, Bacolod 
Congressman Monico Puentevella Monday said he would ask either the Malacañang 
fact-finding task force or a special audit team from the Commission on Audit to make 
the inquiry.  

Reacting to the column of Recah Trinidad which came out in the Inquirer Monday, 
Puentevella said the Malacañang task force is the same body that recently conducted 
lifestyle checks on officials of the Bureau of Internal Revenue and the Bureau of 
Customs.  
 
But the Bacolod congressman, who served as commissioner from 1996 to 2002, 
emphasized he was merely giving the PSC officials a forum to clear their names.  
 
"I will stand by them if they are clean," said Puentevella.  
 
He added he would ask probers to give the concerned PSC officials due process and 
protect their identities unless the fact-finding body can file a case against them with 
the Ombudsman.  
 
"There is nothing wrong in looking into their lifestyle which I have heard before, 
before it came out in the column (Trinidad's Bare Eye)," said Puentevella.  
 
The column mentioned the gleaming sports utility vehicles and brand new cars parked 
in spaces reserved for PSC officials in front of the PSC administrative building at the 
Rizal Memorial Sports Complex.  
 
Observers said the presence of the new vehicles won't escape Puentevella's attention 
because he also holds office at the sports complex as president of the weightlifting 
association.  
 
The PSC chairman receives about 25,000 pesos a month, while commissioners and 
consultants get about 20,000 pesos monthly. Commissioners also enjoy a yearly 

 



100,000 pesos representation allowance each.  
 
Puentevella said that when he was still with the PSC, a commissioner gets unlimited 
gas allowance if he drives his own car. Otherwise, the PSC provides transportation 
with limited gas privileges.  
 
PSC chairman Eric Buhain can't be reached for comment while his spokesperson 
didn't return text messages for an interview.  
 
While PSC officials come and go with every change in the administration, it is only 
now that brand new vehicles have almost simultaneously sprouted at the PSC parking 
lot.  
 
Puentevella said the PSC gets about 450 million pesos a year from Congress and the 
Office of the President, aside from the help extended by private corporations. 

  



BRENT RENTAL 
PSC gets P39-M windfall 
Posted: 11:08 PM (Manila Time) | Aug. 30, 2003 
By Marc Anthony Reyes 
Inquirer News Service 

 

THE CASH-STRAPPED Philippine Sports Commission will soon receive a 39-
million-peso windfall from Brent School's rental of facilities inside the Philsports 
complex in Pasig City.  
 
PSC chairman Eric Buhain announced this Saturday after forging a compromise 
agreement with Department of Education (DepEd) Secretary Edilberto de Jesus that 
ended nine years of standoff over which government agency has legal rights to the 
sports complex.  

The lease contract of Brent School was not renewed since 1989 due to the PSC-
DepEd row which even led to a court case in 1994 and the rental fees, which were 
deposited in an escrow account, now amount to 39 million pesos.  
 
Buhain praised the Education head for his commitment to youth and sports 
development in yielding to the PSC the complete jurisdiction over the sports 
complex.  
 
"We in the PSC would like to express our deepest gratitude to Secretary De Jesus for 
his genuine concern for the youth, national athletes and development of local sports in 
general," said Buhain.  
 
Buhain also acknowledged the cooperation of the Brent School management, which, 
he said, had formally sent a letter of intent to renew its contract.  
 
"They have been very helpful and cooperative in our effort to end this issue for the 
good of all the institutions involved," said Buhain.  
 
The unexpected bonanza, Buhain said, would go to the promotion of PSC's grassroots 
development programs, payment of debts, repair and refurbishment of facilities, and 
assistance to National Sports Associations (NSAs).  
 
It was the second major fund boost for the sports agency following the recent 
"Medalyang Ginto, May Laban Tayo (Gold medal, we have a chance)" project 
initiated by First Gentleman Jose Miguel Arroyo, who was able to raise 20 million 
pesos for the training of the Southeast Asian Games-bound athletes during a pledging 
session attended by the country's top businessmen in Malacañang.  

 



 
The PSC had already scrapped three grassroots development projects and transferred 
the savings to the SEAG fund. The agency had also requested the NSAs to prioritize 
their respective build-ups for the SEAG following a slash in its monthly allocation 
from the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation (Pagcor).  
 
Aside from the monthly allowances of the athletes in the national pool and their 
coaches, the PSC will also fund the actual participation of the Philippine contingent in 
the Vietnam SEAG this December. The delegation is expected to reach 600 when the 
final list is submitted to organizers late next month.  
 
The PBA provides the PSC with another major income at Philsports from its use of 
office space and the air-conditioned basketball court previously known as Ultra. 

  



 

Row worsens as POC, PSC  
contract separate outfitters 
Posted: 11:33 PM (Manila Time) | Jun. 04, 2003 
By Marc Anthony Reyes 
Inquirer News Service 

SAYING the Philippine Sports Commission will have to seek permission from its office, the 
Philippine Olympic Committee Wednesday reiterated its exclusive right over catch phrases and 
trademarks relating to the Vietnam Southeast Asian Games.  
 
"There's no problem with that but they need to coordinate with us first," POC secretary general 
Romy Ribaño told the Inquirer. "Because these logos are for exclusive use of sponsors. We need 
to talk because there would be problems if the PSC and the POC are getting two rival sponsors."  

There is apparently a serious case at hand as the POC's hired marketing firm, International 
Marketing Group, has reportedly snagged a deal with athletic outfit company Accel to be the 
official apparel of the national delegation to the Vietnam SEAG.  
 
Accel happens to be the direct competitor of Adidas, which has a live contract with the PSC, 
started in the Busan Asian Games last year, to make the official uniforms of the RP contingent.  
 
Ribaño refused to comment on the sponsorship tug-of-war saying he doesn't "know how deep 
this problem is."  
 
He however stressed they are mandated by the International Olympic Committee to "protect" 
logos, trademarks and phrases which are awarded to corporate sponsors of big international 
competitions like the SEA Games, Asian Games and Olympics.  
 
He said the POC can also allow PSC to use them for marketing purposes provided the 
government agency coordinates with the Olympic body to avoid miscommunication.  
 
The PSC has questioned newspaper ads wherein the POC claimed exclusive rights over the 
SEAG-related stuff including the phrase "Team Philippines" which is the national delegation's 
official name.  
 
The PSC, which bankrolls the stint of the entire national team in the three major athletic meets, 
said such a move denies them of another means to generate funds and dig deep into the 
dwindling resources it gets from the government.  
 
Being a government agency, it is the PSC which grants tax benefits to probable sponsors whether 
they are tapped by the PSC or the POC.  
 
Still, Ribaño admitted that there hasn't been a dialogue between the POC and the PSC regarding 
SEAG issues.  
 
"The problem is we don't talk although we are at the same building," he said.  

 



 
"Both our objectives are good, but before signing they (PSC) must consult us so that we don't 
step on each other's toes," he added. 
 

  



Buhain, Dayrit  
a bit off on SEAG 
Posted: 0:24 AM (Manila Time) | May 28, 2003 
Inquirer News Service 

THERE are marked similarities between PSC chair Eric Buhain 
and POC president Celso Dayrit, with the Philippine Sports 
Commission top gun declaring a third place overall finish for the 
national delegation in this year's Southeast Asian Games in 
Vietnam and the Philippine Olympic Committee chief saying that 
the country might place fourth in the biennial meet.  
 
In my opinion, both Buhain and Dayrit looked a bit off. To be honest, the Philippines 
will not be making much impact in Vietnam this December because, at best, the 
country could settle for fifth place, the same position it won in the SEA Games held 
two years ago in Kuala Lumpur where host Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and 
Vietnam dominated the field. Finishing third or fourth overall in Vietnam this year is 
virtually out of the question simply because the Filipinos will be meeting the athletes 
from the same countries that have been beaten them in 2001. Of course, our athletes 
are not to blame for this unsettling situation. Rather, the Filipino taxpayers are 
blaming those narrow-minded sports officials who do not want to accept the awful 
truth that the country is many, many years behind the times, that they have little to 
show in the way of progress except that they travel a lot. You see, most sports 
officials treat international meets like the SEA Games as a season for junkets and 
sight-seeing. Join sports and see the world?  

The Philippines used to be a dominant force in the SEA Games. In 1991 in Manila, 
Filipino athletes did the country proud by finishing second overall behind powerhouse 
Indonesia, losing by a lone gold medal in the final tally. However, the Philippines fell 
by the wayside after that, dropping to third in Singapore in 1993 and in Thailand in 
1995, finishing fourth in Indonesia in 1997 and placing a dismal fifth in Brunei in 
1999 and in Kuala Lumpur in 2001.  

* * * 
 
 
ALL ABOUT OLYMPIC HORSES. On the average, Olympic show horses live 25-30 
years, according to equestrian researchers. Olympic-level horses required more than 
just good physical training. Because they are "athletes who work hard for a living," 
horses have set a daily routines, receive therapies and stay in roomy, well-ventilated 
barns. A day in the life of Olympic horses begins at 7 a.m. when they rise and take a 

 



big breakfast of about 1/3 bale of hay and four quarts of grain concentrate. After 
breakfast, their hooves are cleaned and they are saddled up for a nice, easy ride to 
warm up.  
 
At 9:20 a.m., they are taken back to the barn, bathed and brushed. Their hooves are 
cleaned anew and they are sent back out to graze. At 11:30 a.m., the horses are hosed 
down, manes and tails shampooed. They stand knee-deep in cooling whirlpool boots 
to ease aching legs and lessen swelling. Sore backs are massaged, spines are 
straightened by chiropractors. At noon, they eat a light bunch of about 1/4 bale of hay 
and one quart of grain. 

  



 

SEAG TARGET 
4th says Dayrit,  
3rd claims Buhain 
Posted: 11:35 PM (Manila Time) | May 20, 2003 
By Dennis Eroa and Marc Anthony Reyes 
Inquirer News Service 

THE PHILIPPINE Sports Commission and the Philippine Olympic Committee on Tuesday came 
up with contrasting predictions on the expected RP finish in the Vietnam Southeast Asian 
Games.  
 
PSC chair Eric Buhain made an emphatic declaration that the national athletes can pull off at 
least third place.  

He was reacting to the statement made by Philippine Olympic Committee president Celso 
Dayrit during Tuesday's PSA Forum that the country might place fourth at best in the biennial 
meet.  
 
"As far as I'm concerned, I have complete trust in our athletes and I think they can duplicate if 
not surpass our earlier prediction that we will land at least third in the overall standings,'' Buhain 
told the Inquirer.  
 
He said the national athletes need all the support they can get these days as they train for the 
Games slated in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh in December.  
 
"What's the use of sending delegations there if we don't trust them to give their best,'' said 
Buhain. "That's why we have criteria to follow, because we want to at least have a basis for our 
projection.''  
 
Buhain said President Arroyo has instructed him to give his full support for the athletes who are 
counted upon to improve the country's 31-gold medals during the Kuala Lumpur SEA Games 
two years ago.  
 
The PSC chief earlier declared he will approve all qualified athletes to the Vietnam SEAG even 
if the number reaches 500, which was earlier projected by the POC.  
 
There are already 300 athletes who have passed the criteria, according to Dayrit, citing the 
requirement of at least silver medal in the past SEAG and the bronze in the past Asian Games. 
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